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Kerala the enchantingly beautiful state, which is also renowned as Godâ€™s own country is one of the
naturally blessed states of India. One of the widely acclaimed tourist destinations this picturesque
state has numerous attractions that attract the visitors from all across the globe. Sun kissed
beaches, lush green meadows, amazing wildlife sanctuaries and national parks, aromatic spice
plantations, magnificent temples, rich cultural heritage and above all the backwaters deserves the
attention of vacationers, nature lovers, tourists , honeymooners and families from all across the
world. Jeweled by these beauties, make the state as one of the 50 destinations of a lifetime by
National Geographic traveller. Backwater is the backbone of tourism industry in the state.
Waterways, lagoons, lakes, a network of big and small canals, rivulets, etc team up together to form
the breathtaking, captivating and charming backwaters of Kerala. The very thought of it fills the
heart of tourists with an exhilarating holiday amidst the beauteous vistas of nature that provides
them delightful ambience full of greenery and tranquility.  

Tourists from all over the world visit Kerala to enjoy backwater vacations. With 41 free-flowing
rivers, the backwater stretch of Kerala is about 1,900 kilometers and the routes connect them to
each other are dated back over the centuries. In the ancient time these were the main means of
transportation to move from one place to another but now days these are the major centre of
attraction among the visitors from all over the world. The most amazing destinations of the state
where one can enjoy backwater tours include Kottayam, Kumarakom, Alleppey, Kovalam,
Vembanad Lake, Kuttand, Kasargod etc. Most popular and suitable way to experience the real
charm of fascinating backwater destinations is to hire a simple or luxurious houseboat which is
called as Kettuvalloms according to the requirement and budget. Made up of eco-friendly material
these houseboats are like floating villas decked with modern amenities and traditional hospitality
offer a rare opportunity to the visitors to explore the most exotic topography, the rich cultural
heritage, aromatic plantations, life style of the people living in the villages, their day to day life
schedules in close corners.  

During the Kerala backwater tours one can enjoy their stay at the resorts which are developed on
the banks of several lakes that offer its guests the best of accommodation, dining, recreational and
ayurveda facilities that they relish through out their life. Aquaserene, Ashtamudi , Backwater
Ripples, Lake Palace are some of the best renowned backwaters resorts of Kerala which offer its
guests a perfect escape in the lap of Mother Nature and complimented them with modern amenities
and facilities. 
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Sandeep Pandey - About Author:
The a Kerala Vacation offer is guests numerous holiday packages to enjoy backwaters of Kerala. It
offers its guests an opportunity to enjoy the best of the state according to your choice and budget.  a
Kerala Backwater tours provide its guests an amazing opportunity to feel the blessings of nature,
enjoy the nature and explore the nature which you remember through out your life.
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